EXTBOOK descriptions of the channels of monetary policy's impact on the economy usually outline a two-step procedure: "The first is that an increase in real balances generates a portfolio disequilibrium -at the prevailing interest rate and level of income, people are holding more money than they want This causes portfolio holders to attempt to reduce their money holdings by buying other assets, thereby changing asset yields. In other words, the change in the [reall money supply changes [realj interest rates. The second stage ofthe transmission process occurs when the change in interest rates affects aggregate demand."
This article re-evaluates the evidence suggesting thatthe expected (ex ante) real Interest rate on shortterm financial assets is constant Evidence is provided thatallows us to rejectthis hypothesis for the 1955-79 period. Following this, data are examined to determine whether evidence supports the typical textbook description in which changes in expected real interest rates are associated with changes in real money growth. many more goods can he obtained in the future by foregoing consumption today) and P~is expected inflation (the rate at which the dollar price of goods is expected to rise.) Equation 1 represents a hypothesized equilibrium relationship. It posits thatchanges in observed nominal rates of interest filly reflect changes in expected inflation, holding the expected real rate constant.
THE FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

Consider
5 In other words, nominal rates and expected inflation are positively related and, ceteris parihus, move on a one-to-one basis.
The foundation for this equilibrium relationship is the view that investors have two possible investment opportunities: they can invest either in capital goods that produce a future stream of consumption goods or in financial assets denominated in monetary terms. Investment in capital goods is expected to produce if percent more consumption goods per year than the amount of consumption goods originally given up to produce the capital good. To make the return on investing in the capital good comparable to the alternative investment (the financial asset), the value of the future stream of consumption goods must he translated into dollar terms, This is accomplished by adding the expected rate of change in the dollar price of consumption goods (Pr) to the rate of increase of consumption goods (rf). The right-hand side of equation 1, therefore, represents the expected dollar return from investing in a capital good.
In equilibrium (and without differential hx rates), the dollar return from investing in capital goods should equal the dollar return from investing in financial assets, measured by the nominal interest rate, i 5
. Equation 1 thus states that an individual should not find the dollar yield on financial assets any different from the expected dollar yield on capital goods. We stress that equation 1 is an equilibrium condition: not only are the financial and capital goods markets hypothesized to be individually in equilibrium, but any differential in the expected real yields in these two markets is arbitraged away. 
Assuming that financial markets are efficient, we would expect to find $o not to be statistically different from unity and the estimated constant term to be negatiue. If the estimated coefficient$o is not statistically different from unity, the proposition that current interest rates fully reflect the market's anticipations of the future inflation rate cannot be rejected. Similarly, if the estimated constant term is negative, the expected real rate of return is then positive as suggested by the underlying economic theory. More- in & qu ition 3 and consequentls xx ould lead to a Since the GN P deflator prom ides rn axe rage in asure rejection of the hx pothesis specified in equation 5~7 of pi ices Os er the quartet the qu'trterls as e rage three -month freasurs I ill mate is used as the nominal Previous e npirical stitches (rent rails h-tx e not -inte 'st i 'its inca nrc. xp] icitls eonside re cl the tc mporal st ihihty of the exp cted re d rate within this f amess ork. The conCon, icier first the result obtaine el by e timatinim stint t rm in equation 5 represents the estimate of equation 5 ox er the full simple pc nod Ill 95o the' (negatis e s 'mine of the) xpeetecl r d rate of I\ / 1979. The con tint tt rin is negatis e ('ilthough rc turn. The ahos e theoretical found ition for thi not significantlx different from zei o). and the coef specification u ',~ests thu in additis n to being ne g t ficie nt on the inte rest tate s ari'mhlc i not st iti tie'dlx time' this term i t'itistic ills ti ne-ins ariant. Thus, a different from units a suggested hs the the ors te t of time temporal tability of the constant term i L n fortunatels the ion Durbin-\S 'itson tatistie also 'm test of the eonstancx of the expects ci re 'ii pros icies em i cienee of first ot ci r set iii cot relation. 9 intei est ate. Table 1 fnrther reports estimatiosm results fbr subperiods arbitrarily truncated at the end of each decade. If' the expected real rate of interest is ternporally invariant, the constant terms in these subperiods should not differ statistically. Yet, as the table immediately shows, they do differ significantly' across the various subperiods shown. In flict, the estimated constant term is po.s'itice and significant in the first snhpeniod (late l950s), while not different from zero in the last decade (1970s). It has the anticipated negative sign only in the decade of the l960s. Moreover, the coefficient on the interest rate variable is not statistically different from zero in the late 1950s, even though theory suggests that it should equal unity. Thus, the coefficientestimates, as well as summary statistics such as the R 2 and the standard errors of the equation, vary' substantially across subperiods, irrespective of the estimation techuicine used.
The statistical significance of the variation in the constant term (the estimate of the cx ante real interest rate) can he investigated by including dcsmmy vaniables for possible shifts in the intencept, Thus, edluation 5 was re-estimated with two elummv variables: Dl equal to 1 for I/1955-IV/1959 asic1 D2 equal to one for I/1960-IV/1969. Estimating such an equation with ordinary least squares again yielded residuals that were significantly autocormelatecl. To improve hypothesis testing, the equation was estimated cssing a generalized least-sciuares routine to correct for assumed first-orclerautocorrelation.The I/1955-IV/1979 estimation results are (absolute value of t-statistics in parentheses):
(5') P~= 1. Tests for equality of the cx post real interest rate means across the suhperi otis provide another investigation of the constancy hypothesis. Such tests again lead to a rejection of this hypothesis. The t-statistic, ' This suckssu ri isl' the ca pn ct real rkstt' is scsmc'mc')ssit c 1 iff)'re ut Erosis that usc'd hr others \!sm\-take Use difference betweca today'sinterest rates and tcsi-/ay 's inflatiou rate sisass ax po,s real rats, sisekisiac, 'F henry s csggc sts, however, tlsist the preferable s aeasitre is His, cliff)merice bctmvec' rs to itcay '.c in te rest rates £suci I0itt (It'-rsstc''s inflatissa.
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Its tlie ts,St subs c'qcicut! v c !ese I tspc'cl kissd othc' rs mvii icis fcs!low, i site rc, st rates arc' ass' i ms,ii ti) kid) ust asic'-for-orit' wi iii in Hatina c'xpeetatisiis 5, a }svpcsthesis that ears hi, rejected isi eqcratiou~' The reack'r s liii rild he Ca uti once! that tIm crc ksre ensinter thieoretseal argu usse sits kOid! scsss it' c'uip i rica] c''ichs, nec-to scrggest U sat thc, rsatnrc' csf tin-I]. S. tax svstesn Isas in vaticlatecl this relaii on ship, cvith iritc'rs,st rates mis i tsg uicsr'e tls kiss one -fhr'-oss e with kits increase its i rmflkstion expec'tati ntis. Esir timeoreti cki! cli Sc us- -5 used to test whether the mean cx post real rate for the latter half of the 1950s is equal to that of the l 9 60s, is 3.67, sufficiently large to reject the null hypothesis at the 5 percent significance level. Further, the t-statistic cssedl to test the equality of snean cx post real rates in the 1960s relative to time l 9 70s is 4.86, again allowing rejection of the null hypothesis of constant real interest rates at the 5 percent level, Thus, if one accepts the propositions that interest rates move in direct proportion with expected inflation and that inflation expectations are unbiased, one must reject the constancy of the cx ante real interest rate over the ssibperiodls investigateel.
MONETARY POLICY 4~\I) THE E1XPECTED REAL RATE
These findings suggest that the real interest rate has not been constant over the past 25 years. In this light, is there any evidience that links the real rate of interest to uionetary policy? After all, the textbook description ofsnonetary policy's transmission mechanism relates changes in the real rate to changes in real money' balances. In particular, it maintains that an increase in real money balances lowers expected real rates, at least temporarily'.
The previous framework, linking ax post andi cx ante real rates, can lie used to address this issue. If inflation expectations are unbiased! and financial markets are efficient, then the cx post real rate (i 5 -F~+i)is eqcsal to the e.x' cia te real rate (rfl, minus'a random disturbance term (jkt+1) capturing unexpected inflation: where M is the stominal money' stock, P is the price 
Equation 9
was estimated initially by arbitrarily trying 10 lags on real money balances in the relationship. Regardless of the sample period considered, however, the only coefficients thatwere statistically different from zero in any consistent fashion were those for the contemporaneous and first-lagged real money balances. Thus, results including only these two variables are reported.
Estimates ofequation 9 over the full' sample period (l/1955-1V11979) and most subperiods provide evidence of significant first-order autocorrelation in the residuals. Consequently,the relationship was reestimated using a generalized least-squares technique to correct for this problem. The resulting hillsample coefficient estimates and summary statistics are (absolute value oft-statistics in parentheses): 12 While the variation in the cx post real rate explained by the equation is small, it is statistically significant. Moreover, the coefficient estimates are consistent with the textbook transmission mechanism. An increase in real money balances is associated with a statistically significant, contempo- MARCH 1982 raneous decline in short-tenn real rates during this period. Further, the results are consistent with the long-run policy ineffectiveness of increasing real balances to reduce real interest rates. 1°T he coefficient estimate for real money balances lagged one period is significantly positive and is not statistically different from the absolute value ofthe coefficient on contemporaneous real money balances, This finding indicates that a current increase in real money balances will be associated with a current decline in real rates, but followed by a rise in real rates ofequal size at time t+ 1. This suggests that monetary authorities, to the extent that they can change real balances, cannot pennanently affect real rates of interest While earlier evidence showed that the ex post real rate (it -P~+ 1 ) behaved differently across subperiods, there is little evidence to suggest that its relationship to real money balances has changed over the period. 4 ln addition, we tested the hypothesis that the variance of the errorterm was !argerin the 1970s than In theearlier period. The catcu!ated F-statistic (with 37 and 57 degrees of freedom, respective!y) was 1.44, less that the 5 percent critical value of 1.59. Thus, the hypothesis of equal variance across these two periods cannot be rejected. 
